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These slides were presented by Mike Legeros at the South Atlantic Fire
Rescue Expo on August 13, 2018, in Raleigh, NC.
Annotations were added afterward, and are contained in these yellow
boxes of text.
Each yellow box of text also includes a date, when the annotation was
added or last updated.
August 20, 2018
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Welcome!

Mike
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legeros.com
facebook.com/legerosfire
twitter.com/legeros

legeros.com
facebook.com/legerosfire
Mike Legeros is a fire service photographer, blogger, historian, and author.
twitter.com/legeros
He’s a former member of the Raleigh Fire Department from way back,
having served from 1989 to 1992. He’s been working in the software
industry for the last 25 years, first as a technical trainer and then and
currently as a “web guy.”
He’s been taking “fire photos” for over 15 years, and researching fire
history for nearly 20 years. He’s also been blogging since 2006.
He’s written books: two photo histories of Raleigh and Wake County FDs,
and the 2012 centennial history of the Raleigh Fire Department.
He’s also President of the Raleigh Fire Museum, which you can learn
about at www.raleighfiremuseum.org.
August 12, 2018
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Today’s Objective
Mike’s Brain > Your Brain
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(this is your
brain on history)
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There’s a lot of stuff in this guy’s brain. Thus, in this presentation, we’re going to
cherry pick.
Afterward, you can dive into legeros.com, and see the depth and breadth of his
historical content, and the many and varied approaches he’s used to record and
present that information.
No explanation is provided for why he occasionally talks in the third‐person,
however.
August 20, 2018

What is History?
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box of old photos

box of old photos
closet of old equipment
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box of old photos
closet of old equipment
panel of people with old stories

The “history of a fire department” can take many forms.
Have a box of old photos at the station? You can scan them and share
them, by posting to Facebook, or adding to a web page. That’s a fire
department history.

box of old photos

Have a closet full of old equipment? And maybe also an antique engine?
You can put them in a case, or display them in a bay. That’s a fire
department history.

closet of old equipment

Or get a group of old‐timers together, to tell stories. Sit them around the
table, with a tape recorder. Let them talk for a couple hours. Transcribe
the highlights. Share with department members, or post on a web site.
That’s a fire department history.

panel of people with old stories
Histories can take many forms.
August 20, 2018
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What is History?

The Thing
vs.
Information About the Thing
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The Thing
vs.
Information About the Thing

There are the “things” of history: the famous fire, the first engine,
the original members.

The Thing

And there’s information about the “things”: the date of that fire,
the make and model of that engine, the names of those original
members, etc.

vs.

Today, we’ll focus a bit more on the information about things, than
the things themselves.

Information About the Thing

And talk about collecting, and organizing, and sharing that
information.
August 20, 2018
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What is History?

Everything that’s
happened before now
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What is history?
“Everything that happened before now” is a good start. But that’s a bit
broad.
Let’s add some specific categories of “things in the past” that are relevant
to fire departments: trucks, buildings, people, fires, and the organization
itself.
August 20, 2018
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

make, model, year
when purchased
when retired
repairs
color changes
staffing changes
etc.

Each of those categories can have sub‐categories.

• make, model, year
• when purchased
There are the dates: when it was purchased, placed in service, repaired,
• when retired
or retired.
• repairs
There’s general information: How it was used, how it was staffed, changes
to its color, or its configuration.• color changes
• staffing changes
And so on.
• etc.
For example, with trucks, there’s the make, model, and model year.

August 20, 2018
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

make, model, year
when purchased
when retired
repairs
color changes
staffing changes
etc.
Phew!

Buckets
Milestones
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Let’s separate “everything that’s happened to your fire department” into
categories. Or “buckets”.

Buckets

One bucket about trucks. Another about facilities. Another about fires and
incidents. And so on.

Milestones

Within each of these buckets, let’s ask ourselves “what are the most
important things that happened to/about these things?”
What were the milestones?
August 20, 2018

Milestones
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Milestones

Milestones are your compass points, as you dig into your department’s
history.
They’re your “true north” as you start distilling “everything that
happened” into “the notable things that happened.”
Mind you, there’s more to a history than just milestones—there are the
anecdotes and “side stories”, for starters.
But the “big stuff”, the milestones, are your skeleton, if you will.
August 20, 2018

Milestones
• People
• hired, trained, promoted, retired, fired, injured, killed,
etc.

• Facilities
• funded, built, opened, closed, rebuilt, sold, etc.
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Milestones
• People
• hired, trained, promoted, retired, fired, injured, killed,
etc.

• Facilities
• funded, built, opened, closed, rebuilt, sold, etc.

Many milestones are date‐related, such as those related to the people of
your department, or the facilities.
August 20, 2018

To recap…
The history of a fire department can be anything, and take any form.
It’s about the things of the department, and the information about those
things.
It’s broadly defined as “everything that’s happened in the past”, and more
narrowed defined by particular types of things, and the milestones related
to those things.
August 20, 2018
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Thus a good start for any fire department history is a list of major
milestones:
• When was the department created?
• Where was the first fire station?
• What was the first fire apparatus?
• Who were the first members?
• What were the major organizational changes, over the decades?
• Where were the subsequent fire station locations?
• What apparatus was used, over the decades?
• Who were the members, over the decades?
• What were the most notable fires or incidents, or the decades.
• Etc.
August 20, 2018

Who’s Our Audience?
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You as a historian

You as a historian
Who’s our audience for these slides?
You… as a historian. We meaning me are presuming that each of you are
historians‐in‐the‐making. Or maybe already serving in those roles.
But it can be heady for a historian who’s just starting out. Walking into a
room with a “big pile of history” and it’s hard to know how to get started.
So today, we’ll start with… getting started with getting started.
August 20, 2018
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Getting Started
with

Getting Started

What can you do with a history?
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Research it
Record it
Collect it
Preserve it
Lots can be done with “history”.

Present it

From researching and recording,
to collecting and preserving, to
presenting and sharing.

Share it

The last part’s a crucial part. A
history that’s kept to yourself
serves no one. Better to share.

Understand it

August 20, 2018

Research it
Record it
Collect it
Preserve it
Present it
Share it
Understand it
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Learning
Preserving
Presenting

Learning
Preserving
Presenting
This is our outline for today. Three parts. And an emphasis on “learning”
history, because Legeros is a better researcher than curator or archivist.
August 20, 2018
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PART 1 OF 3
LEARNING HISTORY

Couple ways to approach…
• Do what others do
• Do what Legeros does
• Invent the wheel yourself
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Couple ways to approach…
• Do what others do
• Do what Legeros does
• Invent the wheel yourself

Q: What did Mike do?

Couple ways to approach…
• Do what others do
• Do what Legeros does
• Invent the wheel yourself

Q: What did Mike do?
A: Bit of everything.
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Couple ways to approach…
There are a couple ways to approach “getting started with history.”
• Do
what others do
You can do what others do. Find someone who’s invented the wheel—and
• Do
what
Legeros
does
a wheel
that works
for you—and
do what they do.
• Invent
the
yourselfand browsing the hundreds and
You can steal
fromwheel
me. Visit Legeros.com
thousands of pages about fire history. Use and adapt my approaches, to
suit your styles.
Or you can invent the wheel yourself.

Q: What did Mike do?
A: Bit of everything.

What did Legeros do? A bit of everything.
August 20, 2018
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I started digging into fire history around 2000. And I obtained a
number of fire history books, such as those about Minneapolis
(top) and Baltimore (bottom).
They contained charts and other presentations of data that I really
liked. So I shamelessly borrowed those formats for my own use.
As I began researching, say, the apparatus history, I used some of
the formats from those books. Both as a means to present the
data… and showing me the types of data that I should collect.
August 20, 2018

Side Note
Organizing your own thoughts.
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Side Note
Organizing your own thoughts.

Side Note
As you collect information, you may need a little help just getting
your head around things.

Organizing your own thoughts.

Legeros used hand‐drawn flow charts‐‐‐later turned into digital
artwork—to comprehend the evolution of Raleigh’s volunteer fire
companies.
Using a structured list format, with names and dates, was still a
little confusing. So he drew a diagram.
Grab a pen and paper, use a whiteboard, or whatever tools are
helpful, if the history that you’re learning gets too complicated.
August 20, 2018
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MISTAKES WILL BE MADE
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You can also expect to make mistakes. Legeros made some big
ones in his Raleigh and Wake County history books, written in
2002 and 2003.
No mention was made of Raleigh’s two (then) line‐of‐duty deaths.
Those pieces of histories were barely mentioned in the sources he
was using, and didn’t get his proper attention until years later.
Also, he made the erroneous statement that the first career fire
chief was the first full‐time fire chief in America. Wrong!
He also pictured the wrong building, when writing about Raleigh’s
original Station 6.
August 20, 2018

MISTAKES WILL BE MADE…
EVEN YEARS LATER
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1954 Reo
or
1953 Reo

Even years later—and with your “historical chops” seasoned—you
may make mistakes.
In 2012, while researching Raleigh’s centennial history, Legeros
found the original title of the city’s old Reo Civil Defense rescue
truck.
And he learned that the model year was one year different, than
what he’d been citing for a decade.
1954 Reo
Either 1953, corrected to 1954. Or vice‐versa.

or

Which one is correct? He can’t tell you, without consulting his own
1953 Reo
notes.
August 20, 2018
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Side note…
Don’t trust anyone’s memory.
Not yours.
Not others.
Not groups of others.

Side
note…
See, even Legeros doesn’t trust his own memory, and instead
relies on his notes or web pages.

Don’t
memory.
Whentrust
asked a anyone’s
historical question,
he’ll usually answer “to the best
of my knowledge, the answer is…”

Not
yours.
Don’t trust anyone’s memories. Not yours. Not another person’s.
Not groups of people.

Not
others.
Misremembering is common, and misremembered memories will
be corroborated by multiple people.

Not groups of others.
August 20, 2018
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Ergo…
• Verify with other accounts
• Other people’s memories are a good start
• Written records are much, much, much better

Ergo…
Ergo, if you’re relying on someone’s memories for something, try
to verify with another account.

• Verify with other accounts
Validated with a second, or third, or fourth person’s memories is a
• Other
people’s memories are a good start
good start.
• Written records are much, much, much better
Validating with written accounts is better.

But… be prepared for errors in written accounts, as well. News
stories, for example, may get names slightly wrong.
Model years for vehicles might be one or two years different,
between records.
August 20, 2018
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Ergo…
• Verify with other accounts
• Other people’s memories are a good start
• Written records are much, much, much better
• Beware copies of copies
• Beware transcriptions of information
• Watch your own writing or typing of things

Ergo…
• Verify with other accounts
To ensure accuracy, check your work. If you’re writing or typing a
• Other
people’s
memories
transcription
of notes,
do a secondare
pass.a good start
• Written
records
are them
much,
much
Get a friend
to help. Have
readmuch,
the original,
whilebetter
you review
your copy, line‐by‐line.

• Beware
copies of copies
If you’re research materials include transcriptions by an earlier
person, betranscriptions
aware that errors may
have been introduced.
• Beware
of information
• Watch your own writing or typing of things
August 20, 2018
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And…
Record your sources!

And…
Record your sources!
Mike’s history notes…
- First fire truck delivered, 1973. (FD minutes, page 14)
- Fire station opened, 1974. (News Herald, Apr 5, 1974)
- Fire station expanded, 1980 or 1981. (Oral history)
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And…

Back to memories.

Recommend
your sources, as you compile your research
Record
your recording
sources!
notes.

In this example, Legeros will note “oral history” for any facts that
are based
solelynotes…
on someone’s memories.
Mike’s
history

-

By citing the source, he knows to research those facts further, and
First
fire truck delivered, 1973. (FD minutes, page 14)
find further validation.
Fire station opened, 1974. (News Herald, Apr 5, 1974)
Or, if he later finds contradictory information, his notation of “oral
Fire
station expanded, 1980 or 1981. (Oral history)
history” tells him “oh, the original facts were based on someone’s
memories.” And he can correct as needed.

August 20, 2018

To review…
• Check, double check, triple check.
• Expect to see variance in names, model years,
building years, etc. “One letter or digit off”.
• Presuming nothing. Interpret carefully.
Larry != Lawrence
• Say what you mean.
“1980‐81” can mean “either 1980 or 1981”
or “between the years 1980 and 1981”
• Proofread four times. Yes, four.
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nothing.
ToPresume
review…
As historians, we are “interpreters.”

• Check,
check,
check.
For
recent double
events, yes,
youtriple
may have
been present for some
things. But even then… there are always competing perspectives,
• Expect to see variance in names, model years,
outside of yours.
building years, etc. “One letter or digit off”.

Years ago, Legeros was compiling a personnel roster. One of the
• Presuming nothing. Interpret carefully.
members was named Larry. And Legeros expanded “Larry” to
Larry != Lawrence
“Lawrence”
thinking “that must be the full version.”

• Say
what you
mean.
The
firefighter
later
corrected him. “Larry” was the name on his
birth
certificate.
“1980‐81”
can mean “either 1980 or 1981”
or “between the years 1980 and 1981”

Presume nothing.

• Proofread four times. Yes, four.

August 20, 2018

Ways to Collect Your
Historical Thoughts
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Legeros started a research project this spring for the Chapel Hill
Fire Department.
To collect his thoughts and organize his findings, he created a table
in Microsoft Word.
It includes the year, the date, a short description, a long
description, and the source.
August 20, 2018
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Initially, his “source” column consisted of the just a couple things:
oral histories, CHFD web page, and CHFD historical PowerPoint
slides.
Over a number of months, he performed an “audit” of their
existing historical materials—newspaper clippings, official records,
etc—as well as new research.
His goal? Find a corresponding news article or written record
corresponding to each department milestone.
He used this document to record each source that he found, and
to expand his list of department milestones.
What start as a document with five or seven pages, expanded to a
60+ page document, as he found more sources, and dug deeper
into available records.
August 20, 2018
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(show stats file)

(show stats file)
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(show stats file)

(show stats file)
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(show stats file)

For his Raleigh records, Legeros uses a couple of “master
documents”.
One is a spreadsheet of all career personnel data, beginning in
1912.

(show stats file)

Another, shown here, is his “stats” file. It’s a spreadsheet with
multiple tabs, used as his “master record” for data about the city
and the fire department
Tabs include call volume, past ‘n’ present; facilities data; counts by
year of apparatus; fire chiefs; budgets and authorized positions.
August 20, 2018
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Research Sources

Next up, what are some good sources, for researching your
department’s history?

Research Sources

Rather than presenting a comprehensive list, Legeros instead will
use his Chapel Hill project as a case study.
He’ll share the primary source he’s used, and offer comments
about some of them.
August 20, 2018
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Case Study – Chapel Hill
Fire Department
Antique apparatus
Old equipment
Old photos
Old portraits
Scrapbooks
Annual reports
Newspaper clippings
Museum exhibit materials
Administrative records
Etc.

Municipal Records
Town minutes, excerpts, 1896 to 1922,
via printed transcription in CHFD archives
Town minutes 1896‐1952,
via NC State Archives, via microfilm, via scanning services
Town minutes, 1952‐1965, 1968‐2006,
via http://townhall.townofchapelhill.org/records/
County Records
GIS and real property searches, for land records of CHFD fire stations.
via http://www.orangecountync.gov/departments/tax/real_property.php
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Municipal Records
Town minutes, excerpts, 1896 to 1922,
via printed transcription in CHFD archives
Town minutes 1896‐1952,
via NC State Archives, via microfilm, via scanning services
Town minutes, 1952‐1965, 1968‐2006,
via http://townhall.townofchapelhill.org/records/
County Records
GIS and real property searches, for land records of CHFD fire stations.
via http://www.orangecountync.gov/departments/tax/real_property.php

Municipal Records
Mike consulted copies of Chapel Hill’s town minutes. And in both physical
digitalexcerpts,
formats. 1896 to 1922,
Townand
minutes,
via printed transcription in CHFD archives
found 1896‐1952,
digital versions on their web site, and dating back to about
TownHe
minutes
1950.
quite uncommon.
He’svia
seen
some towns
with minutes going
via
NC (That
State is
Archives,
via microfilm,
scanning
services
a decade
or two.1968‐2006,
But this was quite the surprise.)
Townback
minutes,
1952‐1965,
via http://townhall.townofchapelhill.org/records/
For minutes earlier than 1950, he visited the town hall, and the Town
Clerk
brought out of the originals. While paging through the books, he
County
Records
saw stamps stating “photographed by the state archives.”
GIS and real property searches, for land records of CHFD fire stations.
Thishttp://www.orangecountync.gov/departments/tax/real_property.php
indicated that microfilm versions had been made. Though he had
via
already checked the State Archives, and didn’t find the minutes on the
shelves, he contacted the Archives and learned that filmed copies of the
minutes were “behind the desk” and available only for purchased copies.
Thus he bit the bullet and bought scanned copies of the pre‐1950
minutes, which were delivered as digital scans on DVDs.
August 20, 2018
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Newspapers
Chapel Hill Weekly / Chapel Hill News / Chapel Hill Newspaper
Physical copies
Bound volumes at CHHS
Microfilm copies
Early issues,
NC State Archives in Raleigh
Early + later issues
State Library of NC in Raleigh (same building as Archives)
Also available at CH library
Digital issues
1991 to present
Via Newsbank America’s News, via State Library of NC library card
Chapel Hill News Leader (1954‐1959)
Physical copies
Bound volumes at CHHS
Microfilm copies
NC State Archives in Raleigh
State Library of NC

Newspapers
Chapel Hill Weekly / Chapel Hill News / Chapel Hill Newspaper
Physical copies
Bound volumes at CHHS
Microfilm copies
Early issues,
Newspapers
were consulted, both as found clippings and complete issues
NCsources.
State Archives in Raleigh
from archive
Early + later issues
Library
of NC
in Raleigh
(same building
The papersState
included
some
published
in Chapel
Hill (the as
CHArchives)
weekly, the
AlsoHeel),
available
at CH library
Daily Tar
and others
published in Raleigh (News & Observer) and
Digital issues
Durham
(Herald‐Sun).
1991 to present
August 20, 2018
Via Newsbank America’s News, via State Library of NC library card
Chapel Hill News Leader (1954‐1959)
Physical copies
Bound volumes at CHHS
Microfilm copies
NC State Archives in Raleigh
State Library of NC
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Newspapers
Chapel Hill Weekly / Chapel Hill News / Chapel Hill Newspaper
Physical copies
Bound volumes at CHHS
Microfilm copies
Early issues,
NC State Archives in Raleigh
Early + later issues
State Library of NC in Raleigh (same building as Archives)
Also available at CH library
Digital issues
1991 to present
Via Newsbank America’s News, via State Library of NC library card
Chapel Hill News Leader (1954‐1959)
Physical copies
Bound volumes at CHHS
Microfilm copies
NC State Archives in Raleigh
State Library of NC

Newspapers
Archived newspapers are typically available in three formats:
Chapel Hill Weekly / Chapel Hill News / Chapel Hill Newspaper
Physical
copies
– Including both clippings or loose issues, and bound
Physical
copies
volumes,
such volumes
as those at
Legeros
Bound
CHHS found at the Chapel Hill Historical Society.
Is there
a newspaper
Microfilm
copies in your home town? Visit their offices and see if past
issues are
available
Early
issues, in bound volumes. Use a camera or your phone to
quickly makeNC
copies
stories that
you find.
StateofArchives
in Raleigh
Early + later issues
Microfilm copies
The State
Archives,
the(same
State Government
and Heritage
State–Library
of NC
in Raleigh
building as Archives)
Library, Also
the Wake
County
local
history library, and other places have
available
at CH
library
newspaper
issues on microfilm.
Digital issues
1991 to present
Two types ofVia
readers
are used,
for viewing.
readers
canofprint
Newsbank
America’s
News,Older
via State
Library
NC library card
photocopy‐quality copies of viewed pages. Or use a camera or your phone
to take
and store
as digital files. Newer readers perform higher
Chapel
Hillpictures,
News Leader
(1954‐1959)
quality
digital
scans of viewed pages.
Physical
copies
Bound volumes at CHHS
Microfilm
copies
August 20, 2018
NC State Archives in Raleigh
State Library of NC
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Newspapers
Chapel Hill Weekly / Chapel Hill News / Chapel Hill Newspaper
Physical copies
Bound volumes at CHHS
Microfilm copies
Early issues,
NC State Archives in Raleigh
Early + later issues
State Library of NC in Raleigh (same building as Archives)
Also available at CH library
Digital issues
1991 to present
Via Newsbank America’s News, via State Library of NC library card
Chapel Hill News Leader (1954‐1959)
Physical copies
Bound volumes at CHHS
Microfilm copies
NC State Archives in Raleigh
State Library of NC

Newspapers
Digital copies – Increasing numbers of newspapers around North Carolina
Chapel
Hill News
/ Chapel
Hill Newspaper
(andHill
theWeekly
nation)/ Chapel
are available
in digital
format.
Physical copies
at CHHS
For hisBound
Chapelvolumes
Hill project,
Legeros used a site called America’s News from
Microfilm
copies
Newsbank. It has searchable, full‐text articles starting in 1991, for local
Early issues,
newspapers.
NC State Archives in Raleigh
Early
later
issues for free, via a State Government and Heritage
This site
can+ be
accessed
State
Library
NCsame
in Raleigh
(same
building
asrequire
Archives)
Library card. Otherwise,of
the
articles
would
typically
a paid
Also
available
at
CH
library
per‐article fee or monthly subscription, from the originating newspaper
Digital issues
site.
1991 to present
Via Newsbank
America’s
News,
viaare
State
Library
of NCyou
library
State Government
and Heritage
Library
cards
free.
And once
havecard
a card, you can access Newsbank America’s News from any computer on
Chapel
News Leader (1954‐1959)
the Hill
Internet.
Physical copies
Bound volumes at CHHS
August 20, 2018
Microfilm copies
NC State Archives in Raleigh
State Library of NC
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Newspapers (continued)
Daily Tar Heel
Digital issues
1893‐1992, available via NC Newspapers,
http://www.digitalnc.org/newspapers/daily‐tar‐heel‐chapel‐hill‐n‐c/
2001‐present, available via Web site, via site search,
http://www.dailytarheel.com/search/?a=1
2008, available via Newsbank America’s News, via State Library of NC
library card or on site
Herald‐Sun including Chapel Hill Herald
Digital issues
1995 to present, available via Newsbank America’s News, via State
Library of NC library card or on site,
https://statelibrary.ncdcr.gov/ghl/resources/online
News & Observer (including Chapel Hill News)
Digital issues
1991 to present, available via Newsbank America’s News, via State
Library of NC library card or on site,
https://statelibrary.ncdcr.gov/ghl/resources/online

Newspapers (continued)
Daily Tar Heel
Digital issues
1893‐1992, available via NC Newspapers,
http://www.digitalnc.org/newspapers/daily‐tar‐heel‐chapel‐hill‐n‐c/
2001‐present, available via Web site, via site search,
http://www.dailytarheel.com/search/?a=1
2008, available via Newsbank America’s News, via State Library of NC
library card or on site
Herald‐Sun including Chapel Hill Herald
Digital issues
1995 to present, available via Newsbank America’s News, via State
Library of NC library card or on site,
https://statelibrary.ncdcr.gov/ghl/resources/online
News & Observer (including Chapel Hill News)
Digital issues
1991 to present, available via Newsbank America’s News, via State
Library of NC library card or on site,
https://statelibrary.ncdcr.gov/ghl/resources/online
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Newspapers (continued)
Daily Another
Tar Heel source for digital newspaper issues is the North Carolina
Newspapers
Digital
issues site, which is part of DigitalNC, a public site and service.
1893‐1992, available via NC Newspapers,
Theyhttp://www.digitalnc.org/newspapers/daily‐tar‐heel‐chapel‐hill‐n‐c/
have scanned and posted issues from dozens of local and college
newspapers,
including
a hundred
years
of via
thesite
Daily
Tar Hell, which is
2001‐present,
available
via Web
site,
search,
published
by students at UNC.
http://www.dailytarheel.com/search/?a=1
2008, available via Newsbank America’s News, via State Library of NC
This college
paper
to the 1890s and was a superb source for
library card
ordates
on site
Legeros.
The web
page includes
a search function, so he could search for
Herald‐Sun
including
Chapel
Hill Herald
such keywords
Digital
issues as “fire company” and “fire engine” and “fire chief” and
“fire 1995
department.”
to present, available via Newsbank America’s News, via State
Library of NC library card or on site,
He also
“hacked” the URL, at times, to more quickly change keywords,
https://statelibrary.ncdcr.gov/ghl/resources/online
instead
of
reloading
theChapel
searchHill
screen.
News & Observer
(including
News)
Digital issues
One 1991
word to
of present,
caution about
student
newspapers.
They may
notvia
publish
available
via Newsbank
America’s
News,
State
during
holiday
breaks,
or
during
summer
break.
Or
may
have
a
reduced
Library of NC library card or on site,
schedule
during summer.
https://statelibrary.ncdcr.gov/ghl/resources/online
August 20, 2018

Newspaper Sites
Newspapers.com – Trial subscription
Repeated some content of Newsbank America’s News
Located a few state and national stories, about CHFD, such as fire chief
deaths
Public domain content < explain
Local Historical Resources
Chapel Hill Historical Society (CHHS) – Located at Library
Books, with CHHS providing chapter/pages with CHFD references
Photo collection
Telephone books, 1955 and 1956, for fire alarm box numbers
Vertical file of materials
DigitalNC
NC City Directories, http://www.digitalnc.org/collections/city‐directories/
Just a couple late years for CH
NC Maps, https://web.lib.unc.edu/nc‐maps/
Includes public‐domain Sanborn Maps
Includes CH street maps
Full DigitalNC site, https://www.digitalnc.org/collections/
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Newspaper Sites
Newspapers.com – Trial subscription
Repeated some content of Newsbank America’s News
Located a few state and national stories, about CHFD, such as fire chief
deaths
Public domain content < explain
Local Historical Resources
Chapel Hill Historical Society (CHHS) – Located at Library
Books, with CHHS providing chapter/pages with CHFD references
Photo collection
Telephone books, 1955 and 1956, for fire alarm box numbers
Vertical file of materials
DigitalNC
NC City Directories, http://www.digitalnc.org/collections/city‐directories/
Just a couple late years for CH
NC Maps, https://web.lib.unc.edu/nc‐maps/
Includes public‐domain Sanborn Maps
Includes CH street maps
Full DigitalNC site, https://www.digitalnc.org/collections/

Newspaper Sites
Newspapers.com – Trial subscription
Repeated some content of Newsbank America’s News
Another
digital
of stories,
newspapers
commercial
siteschief
such
Locatedsource
a few for
state
and issues
national
aboutare
CHFD,
such as fire
asdeaths
newspapers.com. They require payment for access.
Public domain content < explain
If you use such sites, you may notice that the time periods for some
papers
are from
the early 1900s, or earlier.
Local
Historical
Resources
Chapel Hill Historical Society (CHHS) – Located at Library
That’s
because
1927providing
is the cut‐off
year for copyright
protection.
Anything
Books,
with CHHS
chapter/pages
with CHFD
references
published
in the United States prior to 1927 is not protected by copyright
Photo collection
law.
And thusbooks,
no licensing
is required,
thealarm
site serving
the content.
Telephone
1955 and
1956, forbyfire
box numbers
Vertical file of materials
Commercial digital newspaper sites do not necessarily have all issues
DigitalNC
available
any given http://www.digitalnc.org/collections/city‐directories/
paper.
NC Cityof
Directories,
Just a couple late years for CH
August 20, 2018
NC Maps, https://web.lib.unc.edu/nc‐maps/
Includes public‐domain Sanborn Maps
Includes CH street maps
Full DigitalNC site, https://www.digitalnc.org/collections/
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Newspaper Sites
Newspapers.com – Trial subscription
Repeated some content of Newsbank America’s News
Located a few state and national stories, about CHFD, such as fire chief
deaths
Public domain content < explain
Local Historical Resources
Chapel Hill Historical Society (CHHS) – Located at Library
Books, with CHHS providing chapter/pages with CHFD references
Photo collection
Telephone books, 1955 and 1956, for fire alarm box numbers
Vertical file of materials
DigitalNC
NC City Directories, http://www.digitalnc.org/collections/city‐directories/
Just a couple late years for CH
NC Maps, https://web.lib.unc.edu/nc‐maps/
Includes public‐domain Sanborn Maps
Includes CH street maps
Full DigitalNC site, https://www.digitalnc.org/collections/

In addition
Newspaper
Sitesto their NC Newspapers, DigitalNC has another great resource:
NC City Directories.
Newspapers.com
– Trial subscription
Repeated some content of Newsbank America’s News
These are
like state
phone
books
on steroids,
including
name,
Located
a few
and
national
stories, and
about
CHFD, such
as spouse
fire chief
name, occupation, as well as address and telephone number for each
deaths
resident.
Public
domain content < explain
included
lists of fire company members, under the Fire Department
Local Some
Historical
Resources
listing
for a city Society
or town.(CHHS)
The front
matter,atinLibrary
early decades, might include
Chapel
Hill Historical
– Located
fire alarm
locations
andchapter/pages
numbers.
Books,
withbox
CHHS
providing
with CHFD references
Photo collection
They also have
street
which
and building
Telephone
books,
1955indexes,
and 1956,
for list
fireeach
alarmbuilding
box numbers
numberfile
onof
a street.
This is useful for finding the exact location of old
Vertical
materials
buildings.
DigitalNC
NC City Directories, http://www.digitalnc.org/collections/city‐directories/
Unfortunately,
these
usually only included “inside the city
Just a couple
latedirectories
years for CH
limits.”
Check
your local history library, to see if “area directories” were
NC
Maps,
https://web.lib.unc.edu/nc‐maps/
laterIncludes
published
that include rural
areas
or nearby small towns.
public‐domain
Sanborn
Maps
Includes CH street maps
August 20, 2018
Full DigitalNC site, https://www.digitalnc.org/collections/
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Local Historical Resources (continued)
State Library of NC
Search Government & Heritage catalog,
http://ghl.nccardinal.org/eg/opac/home
UNC Collection
Search Wilson Library Collections,
http://library.unc.edu/wilson/research/search/
Includes bound physical copies of Hose & Nozzle Magazine,
https://www.legeros.com/history/hose/
Photographs
NC State Archives
Includes News & Observer negative collection, from late 1930s to early
2000s.
By appointment/request only.
UNC Collection
Searchable pages with text descriptions and SOME thumbnails,
https://library.unc.edu/wilson/photos/collections/
Search for images,
https://dc.lib.unc.edu/cdm/archivalhome/collection/dig_nccpa

Local Historical Resources (continued)
State Library of NC
Search Government & Heritage catalog,
http://ghl.nccardinal.org/eg/opac/home
and Nozzle magazine was published in North Carolina from 1949 to
UNCHose
Collection
about
It started
a black‐and‐white newsletter, and changed to a
Search1980.
Wilson
Libraryas
Collections,
glossy
magazine
format
by
1952. It featured stories about North and
http://library.unc.edu/wilson/research/search/
South Carolina fire departments, with Virginia and other nearby states
added
in later
years.
Includes
bound
physical copies of Hose & Nozzle Magazine,
https://www.legeros.com/history/hose/
Bound copies of numerous issues are filed at Wilson Library at UNC in
Chapel Hill.
Photographs
NC State Archives
Legeros
also&digitized
a handful
early issues
from
1950s,
and
Includeshas
News
Observer
negativeofcollection,
from
latethe
1930s
to early
they’re
available
at
https://www.legeros.com/history/hose.
He’s
also
2000s.
written
a number of blog postings,
based on H&N stories, which are linked
By appointment/request
only.
from
the
page.
UNC Collection
Searchable
pages with text descriptions and SOME thumbnails,
August
20, 2018
https://library.unc.edu/wilson/photos/collections/
Search for images,
https://dc.lib.unc.edu/cdm/archivalhome/collection/dig_nccpa
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Local Historical Resources (continued)
State Library of NC
Search Government & Heritage catalog,
http://ghl.nccardinal.org/eg/opac/home
UNC Collection
Search Wilson Library Collections,
http://library.unc.edu/wilson/research/search/
Includes bound physical copies of Hose & Nozzle Magazine,
https://www.legeros.com/history/hose/
Photographs
NC State Archives
Includes News & Observer negative collection, from late 1930s to early
2000s.
By appointment/request only.
UNC Collection
Searchable pages with text descriptions and SOME thumbnails,
https://library.unc.edu/wilson/photos/collections/
Search for images,
https://dc.lib.unc.edu/cdm/archivalhome/collection/dig_nccpa

Local Historical Resources (continued)
State Library of NC
Search Government & Heritage catalog,
http://ghl.nccardinal.org/eg/opac/home
UNC Collection
Search Wilson Library Collections,
http://library.unc.edu/wilson/research/search/
Includes bound physical copies of Hose & Nozzle Magazine,
https://www.legeros.com/history/hose/
Photographs
NC State Archives
Includes News & Observer negative collection, from late 1930s to early
2000s.
By appointment/request only.
UNC Collection
Searchable pages with text descriptions and SOME thumbnails,
https://library.unc.edu/wilson/photos/collections/
Search for images,
https://dc.lib.unc.edu/cdm/archivalhome/collection/dig_nccpa
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Local Historical Resources (continued)
State Library of NC
Search Government & Heritage catalog,
The
state archives on Jones Street has a non‐textual materials division,
http://ghl.nccardinal.org/eg/opac/home
and among their collections are the negatives of the News & Observer
the defunct Raleigh times, from the late 1930s to the early 2000s.
UNC and
Collection
Search Wilson Library Collections,
They’re
a great source for Raleigh and Raleigh‐area images, as well as
http://library.unc.edu/wilson/research/search/
some state‐related and state‐wide imagery. If a picture appeared in the
paper,
in bound
that timeframe,
chances
are that
the picture’s
film negative is
Includes
physical copies
of Hose
& Nozzle
Magazine,
filed.
https://www.legeros.com/history/hose/
Even better, the negative files likely contain alternate shots, not used in
Photographs
the newspaper
NC State
Archives article.
Includes News & Observer negative collection, from late 1930s to early
The
state archives can provide high‐resolution digital scans, for nominal
2000s.
fees.
They’ll also providedonly.
guidance on obtaining permission for usage of
By appointment/request
the
images,
in
publishing
formats.
UNC Collection
Searchable
August
20, 2018 pages with text descriptions and SOME thumbnails,
https://library.unc.edu/wilson/photos/collections/
Search for images,
https://dc.lib.unc.edu/cdm/archivalhome/collection/dig_nccpa

Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps
Through 1927 (public domain), via NC Maps, https://web.lib.unc.edu/nc‐maps/
All years, via State Library of NC library card or on site,
https://statelibrary.ncdcr.gov/ghl/resources/online
All years also available via local library online services, via NC Live
Some NC maps available via Library of Congress Sanborn Map collection,
https://www.loc.gov/collections/sanborn‐maps
Web Sites
American LaFrance delivery list
Available on SPAAMFAA site,
http://www.spaamfaa.org/resources/peckhams‐american‐lafrance‐search/
Internet Archive: Wayback Machine, http://archive.org/web/
Used to find web pages no longer available, such as FireNews.net white
helmet series, http://www.firenews.net/wh_01 (non‐working)
WRAL, archives, https://www.wral.com/sitemap/
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Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps
Through 1927 (public domain), via NC Maps, https://web.lib.unc.edu/nc‐maps/
All years, via State Library of NC library card or on site,
https://statelibrary.ncdcr.gov/ghl/resources/online
All years also available via local library online services, via NC Live
Some NC maps available via Library of Congress Sanborn Map collection,
https://www.loc.gov/collections/sanborn‐maps
Web Sites
American LaFrance delivery list
Available on SPAAMFAA site,
http://www.spaamfaa.org/resources/peckhams‐american‐lafrance‐search/
Internet Archive: Wayback Machine, http://archive.org/web/
Used to find web pages no longer available, such as FireNews.net white
helmet series, http://www.firenews.net/wh_01 (non‐working)
WRAL, archives, https://www.wral.com/sitemap/

Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps
Through 1927 (public domain), via NC Maps, https://web.lib.unc.edu/nc‐maps/
All years, via State Library of NC library card or on site,
Sanborn Fire Insurance maps were created for communities, factories,
https://statelibrary.ncdcr.gov/ghl/resources/online
and institutions around the United States, from the 1860s through the
1970s.
All years also available via local library online services, via NC Live
They were used by underwriters to determine insurance rates, and
Some NC maps available via Library of Congress Sanborn Map collection,
contain detailed information about buildings, streets, water supplies, and
https://www.loc.gov/collections/sanborn‐maps
fire equipment.
Web Sites
In North Carolina, maps are available for 86 counties. Most maps were
American LaFrance delivery list
revised over periods of years or decades, and thus multiple maps are
Available on SPAAMFAA site,
usually available.
http://www.spaamfaa.org/resources/peckhams‐american‐lafrance‐search/
Digital version of the maps are available through a number of sites and
Internet Archive: Wayback Machine, http://archive.org/web/
services.
Used to find web pages no longer available, such as FireNews.net white
August 20, 2018
helmet series, http://www.firenews.net/wh_01 (non‐working)
WRAL, archives, https://www.wral.com/sitemap/
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Digital Sanborn Maps come in two flavors: two‐color and full‐color.
Two‐color maps are available from the ProQuest site.
Color maps are available from the North Carolina Maps Site (before 1927),
and the Library of Congress (incomplete, but being added, all years).
August 20, 2018
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Sanborn Maps show the size, shape and construction materials of
dwellings, commercial buildings, factories and other structures. They
indicate both the names and width of streets, and show property
boundaries and how individual buildings were used. House and block
numbers are identified.
They also show the location of water mains, fire alarm boxes and fire
hydrants.
August 20, 2018
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Fire stations are also pictured, and showing in scale, and often with
personnel and/or equipment listed.
August 20, 2018
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Detailed description of water facilities and fire departments are typically
included.
Legeros considers Sanborn Map information as among the most factually
accurate of sources for fire department histories.
August 20, 2018
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Few More Favorites
News & Observer back issues
• Online index, of card catalog scans, https://statelibrarync.org/noi/
• Archives 1991 to present, via Newsbank, via NC State Government library
site, via library card
• Archives 1991 to present, preview only, via N&O web site.
• Microfilm copies at Wake County local history library, State Archives, etc.

Ancestry.com
• Via local library access, typically only while on site
• Or buy own access

Our State magazine archives
• https://www.ourstate.com/archives/

Internet Archive – Way Back Machine
• http://archive.org/web/

Few More Favorites
News & Observer back issues
• Online index, of card catalog scans, https://statelibrarync.org/noi/
• Archives 1991 to present, via Newsbank, via NC State Government library
Here
few more
site,are
viaalibrary
cardof Mike’s favorites.
• Archives 1991 to present, preview only, via N&O web site.
Internet copies
ArchiveatisWake
particularly
for finding
archived
copies ofetc.
•The
Microfilm
Countyuseful,
local history
library,
State Archives,
web sites that are no longer active. Such as fire department sites that
Ancestry.com
were kept updated for a few years, but then ignored, and finally
•deactivated.
Via local library access, typically only while on site
• Or buy own access
August 20, 2018

Our State magazine archives
• https://www.ourstate.com/archives/

Internet Archive – Way Back Machine
• http://archive.org/web/
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To recap…
In the first section of today’s presentation, we discussed a number of
sources for “learning history.”
As well as some methodologies and “ways of thinking” about getting
oriented, to “tackling history.”
Next, let’s talk about preserving that history that you’re finding or learning
about.
August 20, 2018

PART 2 OF 3
PRESERVING HISTORY
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Stuff…
• in your head
• in your notes
• on your computer
• in possession of other people
• in possession of the fire department
• etc.

Stuff…
• inAsyour
head
you learn
about your department’s history—and find those things with
historical value—you’ll soon create a pile of “stuff.”
• in your notes
Some of that stuff belongs to you, such as your thoughts, your notes, your
• on
your files.
computer
computer
• inSome
possession
of other people
of that stuff belongs to others, notably in the possession of the fire
or in the
others.
• indepartment,
possession
ofpossession
the fireof department
• etc.
August 20, 2018
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Stuff…
• in your head
• Write it down!
• in your notes
• Organize your notes
• on your computer
• Share with other people
• in possession of other people
• Back up your files
• in possession of the fire department
• Don’t lose your files
• etc.

• Think ahead several years

Stuff…
For the stuff that you “own,” don’t let it disappear. Write down what
you’re learning. Organize your written notes. Share your findings with
others.

• in your head
As you create digital files, make multiple copies, so there’s not just a
• Write it down!
vulnerable
• insingle,
your
notescopy.
• Organize your notes
• on
your
Also,
don’t computer
lose your files. You might be using two or three computers.
One at home. Then a couple at station. There’s
a computer
in thepeople
watch
• Share
with other
• inroom,
possession
oftheother
people
and another in
office. And
it’s easy to misplace files between
• Desktop
Back upversus
your “stored
files in
and even on a single computer.
• incomputers,
possession
of the fire department
some
folder.”
• Don’t lose your files
• etc.
Use “removable media” instead of “saving locally.” Such as a flash drive, or
• Think ahead several years

external hard drive. But don’t forget to make back‐up copies, of that
drive!
August 20, 2018
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Side Note

Side Note
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Side
Note
Years ago,
Mike’s wife wanted to organize the “junk drawer” in Mike’s man
cave. He agreed and she categorized and organized the contents. And
Mike couldn’t ever use the thing again. That’s because his wife organized
the contents as it “made sense to her.” But Mike has a different sense of
things.
As you begin organizing your materials, you’ll need to start making folders
and file drawers and other places to store things. Should you arrange by
date? By subject? By first letter of the alphabet?
Legeros uses this approach: what’s the first thing that comes to mind?
That’s his strategy for categorization. He tries not to overthink or over‐
architect.
Why? Because in six weeks or six months or six years, he may forget the
details of how he organized. It’s easier to rely on instinct. E.g., the first
thing that comes to mind. Now… or then.
August 20, 2018

Stuff…
• in your head
• in your notes
• on your computer
• in possession of other people
• in possession of the fire department
• etc.
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Protecting Things
• find a physical place for secure storage
• get official approval and/or support
• enlist others as fellow champions
• partner with other organizations
• punt to other organizations
• do nothing, keep assessing

Protecting
Things
What about those things
in the possession of others?
If you take possession of some thing(s), try to find a secure place for

storing
• find
a them.
physical place for secure storage
Also,official
try to get official
approval
or supportsupport
for your efforts. Tell those at
• get
approval
and/or
the top, so they can bless your work, and maybe expedite the collection
• enlist
others
as fellow champions
or acquisition
of items.
• partner
organizations
Get others with
to help.other
Enlist champions,
to keep their own eyes out, or lend
helping hands, with acquiring or protecting things.
• punt to other organizations
Partner with other organizations, if it’s beneficial. Your local museum or
• do
nothing, keep assessing
historical society may have resources or storage areas or other things that
can help you.
Or, do nothing.
August 20, 2018
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Protecting Things
• find a physical place for secure storage
• get official approval and/or support
• enlist others as fellow champions
• partner with other organizations
• punt to other organizations

• do nothing, keep assessing

Protecting
Things
Doing nothing is an equally
valid option.
Maybe you don’t have the time right now.

• find a physical place for secure storage
Maybe the chiefs are still stewing on your proposal.
• get official approval and/or support
Maybe a facilities move is pending, and your department’s “history” is
• enlist
as fellow champions
going toothers
be relocated.
• partner
with
other
Doing nothing
is fine,
thoughorganizations
consider “assessing” and, if needed, “under
the covers.”
• punt to other organizations

• do
nothing,
keep
can be
very formal, or very
loose. Butassessing
it’s a great way to keep your mind

One great pre‐step for preservation is taking an inventory of things. This

working, even if your hands can’t start anything.
August 20, 2018
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Side note…
Facebook is great

Side note…
Facebook is great

Facebook is a great resource for sharing and collaboration.
When the Raleigh Fire Department was celebrating its centennial in 2012,
we used a Facebook page to announce special events, share historical
information, and ask readers to help identify faces and places in old
photos.
It’s also a super‐easy technology, that doesn’t any special knowledge of
web sites or web‐posting, to share content on the Internet.
August 20, 2018
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What to keep?

vs.
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vs.
What are the needles to find in your haystack, or stacks of haystacks?
That’s the challenge of the historian. You can save or preserve “every old
thing,” but only a portion or a very small portion will have particular
significance.
August 20, 2018

Useful vs. Attic
• Think about your milestones
• What story are you telling?
• But don’t forget the color
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Useful vs. Attic
What’s worth keeping, versus just “storing in the attic”? Think about your
department’s milestones. Save those materials related to the Big Things
and Notable Things that happened.

• Think about your milestones

Also, think about the story that you’re telling, or want to tell, someday.
What materials will help there?

• What story are you telling?

And don’t forget the color. The small bits, the side stories, the bits of
humor here, or strange happenings there.

• But don’t forget the color

Choose wisely, always. Because once you’ve disposed of things, they’re
like never returning.
August 20, 2018

Keep or Toss?
• Anything with milestone dates/details
• Records of incoming/outgoing vehicles, people
• Rosters of vehicles, people
• Budgets, minutes, narratives, testimonials
• Incident reports of historic events
• Colorful “slices of life”
• Etc.
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Keep or Toss?
• Anything with milestone dates/details
• Records of incoming/outgoing vehicles, people
• Rosters
vehicles,
people
Thus a list of of
things
to “keep” might
include…
• Budgets, minutes, narratives, testimonials
August 20, 2018

• Incident reports of historic events
• Colorful “slices of life”
• Etc.

Or just digitize??
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But wait, Batman, can’t we just digitize everything?
Instead of worrying about “what to keep,” just find a scanner, and make
digital copies of everything?
Yes, that’s an option. And you then you could trash the majority of your
physical copies. Or relocate them to “deep archives.” (Because if any scans
are faulty, you’ll need to re‐scan. Plus you’ll want some documents saved,
the more important or impactful ones. For physical use, such as historical
displays.)

Or just digitize??

But… if you create 100 or 500 or 5000 digital files, each a scan of a single
page… you’ve re‐created (sort of) the same problem. How to store? How
to categorize? How to find the milestones and colorful nuggets, within
hundreds or thousands of individual files.
Tip: Convert to PDF, then convert to scannable PDF. More on that in the
filler section at the end.
August 20, 2018

Or just digitize??
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What about digitizing photos?
That’s always a good idea, as digital images are easy to share, via posting
to Facebook or sites.
Just remember DPI, or Dots Per Inch. Have you ever saved a picture from
the web that looks good on your computer, but when printed or enlarged,
it looks like crap? That’s related to resolution and DPI.

Or just digitize??

We will talk about this in the filler section, at the end.
There are also commercial services that will bulk‐scan physical pictures
(and/or film negatives). Those are quite useful, for quickly digitizing
dozens or hundreds of pictures.
August 20, 2018

Side note…
Dates
Without dates, things are harder to use.
Never clip a news clipping, without including or
adding the date.
Include dates as file names with digital files.
Use crowd‐sourcing to identify and place undated
pictures.
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Side note…
Related to dates and digital file names, Mike uses the following format:
Dates
yyyy‐mm‐dd‐agency‐location‐creator

Without
dates, things are harder to use.
Example:
2017‐03‐14‐rfd‐north‐st‐mjl
Never
clip a news clipping, without including or
adding
the date.
Which means, a Raleigh FD incident on North Street on May 14, 2017, and
Mike Legeros (MJL) is the creator.

Include
dates as file names with digital files.
He uses this primarily for his fire photos, to help with organization. But it
can be applied to historical images. < Though using a call number format

be better. Google to learn
more.
Usemight
crowd‐sourcing
to identify
and place undated
pictures.
August 20, 2018

What about artifacts?
• Books, bound volumes
• Stuff people used
• Hand tools
• Small equipment
• Things with wheels
• Vehicles and apparatus
• Etc.
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What about artifacts?
We’ve been talking mostly about “information‐based” things. Like books,
newspapers, etc.

• Books, bound volumes
What about such things as equipment? Like hand tools and hose and… Or
• Stuff
people
even bigger
things,used
like vehicles and apparatus?
• Hand
tools
Legeros doesn’t have anything there, because information on tool and
vehicle preservation is readily available on line.
• Small
equipment
Plus, andwith
particularly
for vehicles, your department likely already has (or
• Things
wheels
knows of) one or more persons who knows about maintaining older
vehicles andand
antiques.
• Vehicles
apparatus
• Etc.
August 20, 2018

What about artifacts?
Also, on the subject of preservation in general, consult the National Park

• Books,
boundO Grams.
volumes
Service’s Conserv
• Stuff
people used
https://www.nps.gov/museum/publications/conserveogram/cons_toc.ht
ml
• Hand
tools
These are
short, focused, document‐based bulletins about caring for
• Small
equipment
museum objects.
• Things with wheels
They cover any/all things that fire departments should know, about caring
for historicaland
assets.
• Vehicles
apparatus
• Etc.
August 20, 2018
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PART 3 OF 3
PRESENTING HISTORY

We’ve covered…

PART 3 OF 3

Learning about your department’s history…

Preserving that found information and those found objects about your
department’s history…

PRESENTING HISTORY

Let’s talk about some ways of sharing, or presenting that information…
August 20, 2018
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• So many ways to present…
•
•
•
•

Physical versus digital
Static versus dynamic
Deep versus shallow
One‐time versus ongoing

• Key considerations
•
•
•
•
•

What’s best for you/your department?
What’s your timeframe to finish?
How long do you want it available?
What people and skill sets are available?
What resources (time, money, bodies) are available?

• So many ways to present…
• Physical versus digital
• Static
What’s
the versus
best way dynamic
for your department to share your history?
• Deep versus shallow
Ask yourself some questions.
• One‐time versus ongoing
Do you want a physical display, or virtual slash digital?

• Key
Is thisconsiderations
a one‐time project, like a book or an exhibit, or an ongoing project?
• What’s best for you/your department?
• What’s your timeframe to finish?
What
constraints
areyou
present?
• How
long do
want it available?
• What
And
so on. people and skill sets are available?
• What
August
20, 2018 resources (time, money, bodies) are available?
What sort of resources are available?
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Some Examples

Some Examples

Let’s walk through some examples of “presenting history”…

For more examples, visit this Flickr collection of photo albums from
Legeros:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/collections/72157600600418765/
August 20, 2018
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Commemorative Book

https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/sets/72157631795339984/

Commemorative Book
Legeros likes book projects for a number of reasons. They’re physical
objects that you can hold, and read, and store and preserve. They require
(or ideally) contain content that’s been highly curated. That is, the best
photos, the highest‐resolution image scans, triple‐checked factual
information. They’re also projects with fixed timeframes. They don’t “last
forever” and you can “walk away when you’re done.”
This was the 2012 commemorative book from Raleigh. It was produced
using a local school yearbook publisher. They provided marketing and
ordering support, along with a designer. Our previous book, in 2007, used
a specialty company out of state, that provided similar services.
See these pages of notes on those projects:
https://legeros.com/books/rfd/2007/
https://legeros.com/books/rfd/2012/
August 20, 2018

https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/sets/72157631795339984/
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Web Page + Commemorative Book Content

http://charlottenc.gov/Fire/about‐us/Pages/History‐of‐CFD.aspx

Web Page + Commemorative Book Content
After your book is published, the content created for the book can be
repurposed for other uses.
On the Charlotte Fire Department’s web site, they’ve posted a document
containing a written history that was originally created for a
commemorative book.
Legeros has done similar things. He frequently reuses the content created
for the 2012 Raleigh book. He’s re‐posted the textual content on history
pages, and used the photographs as a “pick list” for later image request
needs.
August 20, 2018

http://charlottenc.gov/Fire/about‐us/Pages/History‐of‐CFD.aspx
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Web Site + Detailed Content

http://www.lafire.com/

Web Site + Detailed Content

Another avenue is a web site with deep, detailed content. Such as the Los
Angeles Fire Department Historical Archive. Explore the site for examples
of content presentation.
Another “deep dive” site Raleigh Fire Department history pages by
Legeros, at https://www.legeros.com/ralwake/raleigh/history/
August 20, 2018
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Online Exhibit

http://chapelhillmuseum.org/aperry/chfd/

Online Exhibit

Here’s an online exhibit created by the Chapel Hill Fire Department. It was
built some years ago, and in conjunction with a physical exhibit at the
now‐defunct Chapel Hill Museum.
It’s an interactive timeline, that shifts left or right, based on cursor
position. And with images enlarged when the cursor clicks them.
Similar (but smaller in scale) to a book project, this type of presentation
requires a finite collection of “fixed” elements: a number of pictures,
corresponding captions, and associated historical facts or text elements.
August 20, 2018

http://chapelhillmuseum.org/aperry/chfd/
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Photo Site + Photo Albums

http://www.flickr.com/raleighfiremuseum

Photo Site + Photo Albums
If your department has a lot of photographs, one way to share them is by
scanning and posting them on photo‐hosting sites.
This is the Flickr site of the Raleigh Fire Museum. We’ve created a couple
dozen albums, which house many hundreds of our images.
The albums included per‐decade historical images, photos related to
specific events and incidents, and pictures of neighboring fire
departments in Wake County.
They are all lower‐resolution images, with 96 or 150 DPI, and maximum
long edge of 1000 or 1200 pixels. This prevents people from printing as
photo quality, and potentially infringing on copyright holders.
August 20, 2018

http://www.flickr.com/raleighfiremuseum/albums
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Display Case in Lobby

https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/sets/72157660012961464/

Display Case in Lobby
Lobby cases are always popular.
This case is displayed outside the Raleigh Fire Department admin offices,
with contents curated by the fire museum.
This location, a foyer, includes a section of windows that receive direct
sunlight. Film was installed on the windows to protect against UV ray
damage, to the contents of the case.
August 20, 2018

https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/sets/72157660012961464/
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Plaques

Plaques
Have you thought about adding a plaque as a
historical display?
These are displayed at Raleigh fire facilities, and were
designed by the fire museum and its members.
Left is a plaque added at the newly opened Station
12, which was relocated from an earlier facility.
Plaques can include images, which render quite nice
nicely as raised metal artwork.
August 20, 2018
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Dedicated Bay + Artifacts

https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/sets/72157631795339984/

Dedicated Bay + Artifacts
Here’s Black Mountain’s fire station, which uses one of their station bays as a
“mini museum.” It houses their antique fire engine and shelves with old
equipment.
This “dedicated bay” concept is also popular with new construction, as some
fire departments design new stations—and notably “headquarters” fire
stations—with an extra bay for historical displays.
These bays are some times separate from the main station, and may include
separate doors for public access.
August 20, 2018

https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/sets/72157631795339984/
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Store Antiques at Single Station

https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/sets/72157627326984642

Store Antiques at Single Station
If your department has multiple pieces of antique apparatus, storing them
at a single (active) station can create a “historical destination.”
In Raleigh, the antiques are stored at Station 28, a building with three
bays that are two‐deep. One bay is used for antiques, which are parked
side‐by‐side.
It’s a bit of a tight fit, but works as a centralized parking/storage location
for the antiques. The location is thus promoted by the department and
the fire museum as a destination for visitors.
August 20, 2018

https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/sets/72157627326984642
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Temporary History Room

https://legeros.smugmug.com/Fire‐Photos/2010/2010‐05‐08‐rfd‐retiree‐day/

Temporary History Room
In 2010, we created this temporary history room for a retiree day at the
Raleigh Fire Department training center.
Tables were placed in an empty modular classroom building, posters and
signage was created, and a number of old artifacts were shown.
Temporary exhibits are great ways to test your “proof of concept” for
physical historical displays.
August 20, 2018

https://legeros.smugmug.com/Fire‐Photos/2010/2010‐05‐08‐rfd‐retiree‐day/
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Permanent History Room

https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/sets/72157600645762567/

Permanent History Room

Fayetteville Fire Station 2 has a permanent history room. It occupies a
former living area, which is filled with equipment and artifacts, both loose
and inside display cases.
August 20, 2018

https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/sets/72157600645762567/
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Modular Building as Museum

https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/sets/72157627327026858/

Modular Building as Museum

The Raleigh Fire Museum occupies a double‐wide trailer at the fire department training
center. It was furnished by museum members, with funding from donations. The museum
organization spent a couple thousand dollars on photo printing and frames, new and used
display cases, and building materials for walls and an interior door.
The contents are a combination of donated and loan items from department members and
some private individuals, as well as old equipment from fire department storage. Poster
and displays were created by Legeros, often adapting digital materials previously created
for his web pages.
Signs were created for the training center fence, beside the main gate, and road signs were
added on the nearby thoroughfare. Portable metal and plastic signs are also deployed
when open, both on the main road, and in front of the training center.
Since opening in 2011, the museum has operated with a once‐a‐month schedule. It’s open
for four hours on the second Saturday of each month.
August 20, 2018

https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/sets/72157627327026858/
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Old Fire Station as Museum

https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/sets/72157612053911018/

Old Fire Station as Museum
Former fire stations are frequently repurposed as fire museums.
The Charlotte Fire Department occupied old Station 4 in downtown for several years,
using the property that was inexpensively leased to the department.
Three pieces of antique apparatus were moved to the first floor, and firefighters added
and created displays on both floors.
The museum closed in 2009, after the property was sold. Those who operated the
museum share this lesson learned: when possible, museums should own the spaces
that they occupy.
August 20, 2018

https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/sets/72157612053911018/
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Big Honkin’ Real Museum

https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/sets/72157600595392130

Big Honkin’ Real Museum

The North Charleston (SC) fire museum is a big honkin’ “real” museum, with quality
to compare with the Smithsonian.
It opened in 2007 as a joint venture between the city and the American LaFrance
corporation, which contribute their antique collection.
The antiques were formerly displayed at the company’s former location in Cleveland,
NC.
This fire museum and educational facility was purpose‐built.
August 20, 2018

https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/sets/72157600595392130
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More Museum and Exhibit Photos
https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/
collections/72157600600418765/

More Museum and Exhibit Photos
Legeros has photographed fire museums and fire department antiques
both around the state and around the country.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/legeros/

Visit this collection of Flickr albums, to sample many more ways to
collections/72157600600418765/
present fire
department history.
August 20, 2018
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So you want to run a
museum…?

Antiques Displayed
Brochures Displayed

Museum Open & Staffed
Merchandise for Sale

Social Media Posts

Event Underway

Web Site
Marketing

Event Planning

Writing Postings

Fundraising

Building Web Pages

Staff Meetings
& Minutes

Antique Storage

Ordering
Merchandise

Artifact Storage &
Inventory

Donor Letters

Record Keeping
Scheduling
Staff

Tour
Scheduling

Updating
Exhibits

Outreach to
Other Orgs

Banking
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Antiques Displayed
Brochures Displayed
Social Media Posts

Museum Open & Staffed
Merchandise for Sale
Event Underway

Web Site
Marketing
Writing Postings
Building Web Pages
Antique Storage

Event Planning
Fundraising
Staff Meetings
& Minutes

Ordering
As this “iceberg” diagram demonstrates, there a lot of “behind the
Artifact Storage &
Merchandise
scenes” work required to “run a museum.”
Inventory
Donor Letters
Keep
these things in mind, as you think ahead to the types of historical
Record
Keeping
projects to embark upon.
Banking
Outreach to
Scheduling
Updating
Tour
August 20, 2018
Other Orgs
Staff
Exhibits
Scheduling

Questions and Answers
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The following topics were discussed as questions and observations, both
during and after class:
• Importance of picking historical storage space that has a fire protection
system (sprinklers), and cabinet/door locks (security).
• Windows and the effects of sunlight, e.g. UV rays. They cause colors to
fade and other material damage. Suggest installing filter film.
• Climate control. Google for ample information, including keeping
humidity low and temperatures constant.
• Challenges of engaging younger department members in historical
efforts. Or expanding the pool of participants to people outside the
department, in lieu of member interest.
• Permission versus forgiveness, obtaining rights for photo usage,
commercial versus non‐commercial use, watermarks on photos.

Questions and Answers

August 20, 2018

Recap
Closing Statement
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The End
Questions?
www.legeros.com/slides

Filler
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Filler
These remaining slides contain “filler” information that was
presented after questions were answered, at the end of the main
presentation.
August 20, 2018

Playing with Text
A fifth volunteer company, the Phoenix (Chemical) Fire Company was
formed in 1879 upon the members' acquisition of a "wonderful new
engine which carried its own liquid" for use in putting out fires chemically.
One old‐timer recalled that these young volunteers had new ideas about
fire‐fighting and could hardly wait to dumbfound the older firemen with
their wonderful new apparatus. When questioned about the new fire
engine, they answered that it was a chemical engine which carried its own
liquid; they boasted that with it they could extinguish a fire before the
others could start their pumps. The Rescue Company challenged them at
once. A fire was built; the chemical engine did respond, extinguished the
fire before the steam engine could be fired up, and thereby won the bet.
The winners went to Frapps's Bar to celebrate and while so engaged a real
alarm of fire came in and both companies rushed to the scene. The Rescue
Company won all honors at the real fire, because the Chemical Company,
excited over their victory, had failed to recharge the tank. The Phoenix
Company, whose equipment included soda buckets and acid chambers,
was quartered with two other companies at the rear of Metropolitan Hall.
Shortly it possessed two engines‐‐ one double‐cylinder and one single‐
cylinder. F.H. Heartt was the company's first foreman.
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Playing with Text

This series of slides demonstrates using Microsoft Word to covert a single long
paragraph into multiple paragraphs, and then into a bulleted list or a table of
rows.
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Playing with Text

Let’s change:

A fifth volunteer company, the Phoenix (Chemical) Fire“.Company
was
“
formed in 1879 upon the members' acquisition of a "wonderful new
engine which carried its own liquid" for use in putting out fires chemically.
One old‐timer recalled that these young volunteers had new ideas about
To firemen with
fire‐fighting and could hardly wait to dumbfound the older
their wonderful new apparatus. When questioned about the new fire
engine, they answered that it was a chemical engine which carried its own
liquid; they boasted that with it they could extinguish a“.^p”
fire before the
others could start their pumps. The Rescue Company challenged them at
once. A fire was built; the chemical engine did respond, extinguished the
fire before the steam engine could be fired up, and thereby won the bet.
The winners went to Frapps's Bar to celebrate and while so engaged a real
alarm of fire came in and both companies rushed to the scene. The Rescue
Company won all honors at the real fire, because the Chemical Company,
excited over their victory, had failed to recharge the tank. The Phoenix
Company, whose equipment included soda buckets and acid chambers,
was quartered with two other companies at the rear of Metropolitan Hall.
Shortly it possessed two engines‐‐ one double‐cylinder and one single‐
cylinder. F.H. Heartt was the company's first foreman.
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Playing with Text
A fifth volunteer company, the Phoenix (Chemical) Fire Company was
formed in 1879 upon the members' acquisition of a "wonderful new
engine which carried its own liquid" for use in putting out fires chemically.
One old‐timer recalled that these young volunteers had new ideas about
fire‐fighting and could hardly wait to dumbfound the older firemen with
their wonderful new apparatus.
When questioned about the new fire engine, they answered that it was a
chemical engine which carried its own liquid; they boasted that with it
they could extinguish a fire before the others could start their pumps.
The Rescue Company challenged them at once.
A fire was built; the chemical engine did respond, extinguished the fire
before the steam engine could be fired up, and thereby won the bet.
The winners went to Frapps's Bar to celebrate and while so engaged a real
alarm of fire came in and both companies rushed to the scene.
The Rescue Company won all honors at the real fire, because the Chemical
Company, excited over their victory, had failed to recharge the tank.

Playing with Text

We can add
bullets…

• A fifth volunteer company, the Phoenix (Chemical) Fire Company was formed in
1879 upon the members' acquisition of a "wonderful new engine which carried
its own liquid" for use in putting out fires chemically.
• One old‐timer recalled that these young volunteers had new ideas about fire‐
fighting and could hardly wait to dumbfound the older firemen with their
wonderful new apparatus.
• When questioned about the new fire engine, they answered that it was a
chemical engine which carried its own liquid; they boasted that with it they
could extinguish a fire before the others could start their pumps.
• The Rescue Company challenged them at once.
• A fire was built; the chemical engine did respond, extinguished the fire before
the steam engine could be fired up, and thereby won the bet.
• The winners went to Frapps's Bar to celebrate and while so engaged a real alarm
of fire came in and both companies rushed to the scene.
• The Rescue Company won all honors at the real fire, because the Chemical
Company, excited over their victory, had failed to recharge the tank.
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Playing with Text

…or convert to
table…

A fifth volunteer company, the Phoenix (Chemical) Fire Company was formed in 1879 upon the members'
acquisition of a "wonderful new engine which carried its own liquid" for use in putting out fires chemically.
One old‐timer recalled that these young volunteers had new ideas about fire‐fighting and could hardly wait
to dumbfound the older firemen with their wonderful new apparatus.
When questioned about the new fire engine, they answered that it was a chemical engine which carried its
own liquid; they boasted that with it they could extinguish a fire before the others could start their pumps.
The Rescue Company challenged them at once.
A fire was built; the chemical engine did respond, extinguished the fire before the steam engine could be
fired up, and thereby won the bet.
The winners went to Frapps's Bar to celebrate and while so engaged a real alarm of fire came in and both
companies rushed to the scene.
The Rescue Company won all honors at the real fire, because the Chemical Company, excited over their
victory, had failed to recharge the tank.

Playing with Text
1879

Phoenix Company
Formed

…and then add
columns, etc.

A fifth volunteer company, the Phoenix (Chemical) Fire Company was
formed in 1879 upon the members' acquisition of a "wonderful new
engine which carried its own liquid" for use in putting out fires
chemically.
One old‐timer recalled that these young volunteers had new ideas
about fire‐fighting and could hardly wait to dumbfound the older
firemen with their wonderful new apparatus.
When questioned about the new fire engine, they answered that it was
a chemical engine which carried its own liquid; they boasted that with it
they could extinguish a fire before the others could start their pumps.
The Rescue Company challenged them at once.
A fire was built; the chemical engine did respond, extinguished the fire
before the steam engine could be fired up, and thereby won the bet.
The winners went to Frapps's Bar to celebrate and while so engaged a
real alarm of fire came in and both companies rushed to the scene.
The Rescue Company won all honors at the real fire, because the
Chemical Company, excited over their victory, had failed to recharge the
tank.
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Playing with Text
Or go backwards!
Table >
Paragraphs >
Find / Replace >
Big Block of Text

Playing with Text
Or go backwards!
Table >
Paragraphs >
Find / Replace >
Big Block of Text
Using Microsoft Word, any table with text can be similarly converted into
paragraphs of text, and then multiple paragraphs combined into single paragraphs.
E.g., big blocks of text.
August 20, 2018
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Master Timeline

Master Timeline

When he first started his research into Raleigh fire history, over ten years
ago, Legeros made a web page with a “master timeline.”
The web page was divided by decade, and listed any milestone he found.
He even color‐coded the thing. Red text for fires. Brown text for buildings.
Grey text for apparatus. Etc.
As his list of milestones grew longer, so did his web page. That one page
was split into two pages. Then four. Then several, one per decade.
By recording his notes as a live web page, that anyone could view, it served
as a sort of “feedback loop.” Legeros was immediately aware that “anyone
might be watching.” And the presence (or potential of) an audience kept
him on his toes.
It also allowed him to consult his notes remotely, such as while doing
research at the library. If he needed to check a date, for example, his
“master notes” were just a web‐click away.
August 20, 2018
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Tracking Changes

Tracking Changes

Legeros is a big fan of “tracking changes” in his
materials. It’s particularly helpful for readers
who return to a page or a document. A “change
log” helps with “what’s new” versus what
they’ve already read.
August 20, 2018
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Self‐Publishing

https://www.mixbook.com/photobooks/interests/wilson-n-c-fire-rescue-serviceshistory-1858-2017-16357407.

On the subject of books, there are also self‐publishing services available, such
as mixbook.com, that’s been used to create history books for such departments
as Wilson, NC.

Self‐Publishing

With these services, you are the designer of the book. Versus the design
services typically provided by a commercial book publisher.
This type of service permits printing on‐demand. Books can be ordered when
they’re completed, versus collecting monies for pre‐ordering. This can negate
the need for project funding or fundraising.
Such books can also be updated, with corrections easily made for errors.
Legeros note, just be careful with “version control.” If your on‐demand book
has been updated with corrections, consider included a note in the front
matter.
But if your on‐demand book has been expanded with added content—or with
heavy changes throughout—consider changing the cover or other design
elements, so the bookhttps://www.mixbook.com/photois easily and obviously identifiable as “updated/
expanded.” books/interests/wilson-n-c-fire-rescue-serviceshistory-1858-2017-16357407.
August 20, 2018
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Scanning, Printing, and Resolution

High‐resolution
300 DPI

Low‐resolution
72 DPI

Scanning,
Printing, and Resolution
Has this ever happened to you?
You download a picture from the web, and have the picture printed on
photo paper, and the results look terrible.
It great on your computer, or your phone. But when printed, it becomes
“fuzzy.”
That’s because the downloaded image file isn’t a high‐resolution image.
The DPI or Dots Per Inch is too low.
The magic number for photo printing is 300 DPI. If you are scanning old
photographs, be sure that your DPI setting is 300 or higher.
Search the web to learn more.
High‐resolution
August 12, 2018 300 DPI

Low‐resolution
72 DPI
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Scanning, Printing, and Resolution

Newspaper photo

Newspaper photo,
scanned

Scanning, Printing, and Resolution
What about photos printed in newspapers? Can those be scanned and
printed or enlarged?
Yes, but with a caution. Newspapers use a half‐tone printing process. And
when pictures are scanned (see left), the results can have a dot‐matrix
appearance (see right).
Check your scanner software for a “Descreen” setting, that will solve this
problem.
This is also why book publishers the discourage the use (or over‐use) of
pictures scanned from newspaper clippings. The quality isn’t as good as
an image scanned from a photographic print, or film negative.
Search the web to learn more.
Newspaper photo

Newspaper photo,
scanned
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Scanning, Printing, and Resolution

4 by 6 inch photograph
scanned at 300 DPI

Scanning,
Printing, and Resolution
Here’s an example of a photographic print, originally four by six inches.
Scanned at 300 DPI.
The result is a high‐resolution image. However, as the image is cropped, it
loses quality. The same effect of lost quality can happen if the image is
printed as an enlargement.
Even though the DPI setting is high, there isn’t enough raw information in
the original photographic print. That’s why film negatives or slides are
always better for scanning.
Photographic prints of scanned negatives almost always look better than
prints from scanned prints.
Search the web for more information, including the trick of “upscaling,”
which can make smaller pictures print somewhat better as enlargements.
August 12, 2018

4 by 6 inch photograph
scanned at 300 DPI
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Scanning, Printing, and Resolution

4 by 6 inch photograph
scanned at 300 DPI
cropped

Scanning, Printing, and Resolution

4 by 6 inch photograph
scanned at 300 DPI
cropped
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JPG > PDF > Combined PDF > OCR

Here’s a tip, for making “digitized documents” easier to use. Say… you’ve

scanned some old meeting minutes, with each page saved as a separate JPG
JPG
> PDF > Combined PDF > OCR
image.
Use Adobe Acrobat software to convert the individual JPG images into a
single PDF document with multiple pages. That way, you can read the
minutes as one file, instead of opening or clicking through multiple images.
From there, you can make that single document “searchable” by using
Acrobat’s Optical Character Recognition (OCR) function. After converting the
pages to “readable text,” use Acrobat’s Find function to search for matching
keywords.
Using Acrobat to convert image files into PDF is a very fast process. Say,
under a minute for 100 images combined into a single PDF file. The OCR
process is much slower. Say, five to ten minutes for recognizing text in a PDF
file with 100 pages.
Search the web to learn more.
August 20, 2018
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